Gait-related back movements require coordination of multiple extremities including the flexible trunk. Ageing and chronic back pain influence these adjustments. These complex coordinations can advantageously be quantified by information theoretically based communication measures such as the gait information flow (GIF). Nine back pain patients (aged 61 ± 10yr) and 12 controls (aged 38 ± 10yr) were investigated during normal walking across a distance of 300 m. The back movements were measured as distances between characteristic points (cervical spine CS, thoracic spine TS, lumbar spine LS) by the sonoSens R Monitor, a system for mobile motion analysis. Gait information flow and regularity indices (RI 1 : short prediction horizon of 100 ms, RI 2 : longer prediction horizon of walking period) were assessed as communication characteristics. All indices were non-parametrically tested for group differences. Sensitivity and specificity were assessed by bivariate logistic regression models. We found regularity indices systematically dependent on measurement points, information flow horizon and groups. In the patients RI 1 was increased, but RI 2 was decreased in comparison to the control group. These results quantitatively characterize the altered complex communication in the patients. We conclude that ageing and/or chronic back pain related dysfunctions of gait can advantageously be monitored by gait information flow characteristics of back movements measured as distances between characteristics points at the back surface.
Introduction
Two thirds of adults suffer from unspecific low back pain at some time in their life. In most of these patients, diagnosis and treatment mainly depends on the subjective reporting of the patients. Therefore, it would be very desirable to have a quantifiable parameter which characterizes patients with unspecific low back pain.
Gait-related movements require coordination of multiple body segments including the flexible trunk. Ageing and chronic back pain influence these adjustments. Coordination represents the skilful and effective interaction of movements. The resulting motor behaviour is classically assessed by measures in time and frequency domain which are based on amplitude histograms and power spectra of quantities such as the extent of extremity movements, stride length and walking velocity. A fundamental limitation of those approaches is their linear concept of statistics, namely the superposition of independent component. For example, interdependences between different frequency components are not considered in a classical power spectrum. Consequently, complex systems containing complicated interactions of multiple components cannot completely be assessed by linear statistics. Nonlinear statistics such as complexity and communication measures can overcome this shortcoming.
This theoretical expectation was confirmed concerning the complex cardiovascular system behaviour. After the Holter ECG was introduced as the first portable equipment to assess heart rate variability (Holter and Generelli 1949) , nowadays, it is an established and standardized method (TaskForce 1996) in (patho-) physiology, clinical diagnosis, as well as in occupational and sports medicine. Meanwhile, the linear time and frequency measures were successfully extended by several complexity measures. The complex cardiovascular communication, essentially mediated by the autonomic nervous system, was recently introduced as 'autonomic information flow' (AIF) (Hoyer et al 2005) .
In the present study we investigate whether the complex communication of movement components during walking can correspondingly be assessed by 'gait information flow' (GIF) measured for the movement of trunk segments and whether it is affected by ageing and/or back pain.
Chronic low back pain is associated with lower stride length, walking velocity and cadence (Thomas et al 1980 , Keefe and Hill 1985 , Al-Obaidi et al 2003 , Taylor et al 2003 . The oscillation amplitudes of pelvic and thoracic movements are not changed due to chronic low back pain during treadmill gait. However, the variation coefficients are higher in these patients (Vogt et al 2001) . Particular nonlinear measures, such as the largest Lyapunov exponent, were used to assess gait complexity by Buzzi et al (2003) . They found increased complexity of lower extremities walking behaviour in elderly during treadmill gait, and they interpreted this finding as reduced stability. A systematic analysis of complex motor communication by information flow measures was not carried out before.
The practical assessment of complex motor system dynamics by communication analysis of mobile measured quantities requires (i) the measurement of appropriate quantities, (ii) a systems theoretically based concept of nonlinear statistics, and (iii) a results presentation which is instructive for the clinician.
(i) The measurement of distances between points on the skin of the back as appropriate systems quantities is a novel approach to be confirmed with regard to the present objective. Since ageing is often associated with back pain, two representative groups different in age and back pain were used in this methodological study. Its encouraging results are a basis for the recruitment of more specific patient groups separating these two effects in ongoing consecutive studies.
(ii) Gait information flow assessed using back movements (distances between points) might be able to quantitatively indicate alterations of the complex coordinated behaviour. This approach does not query the usefulness of analysing kinematics and kinetics in more detail (Callaghan et al 1999) . However, the aspect of complex coordination of a system as a matter of principle cannot be assessed by mathematical or experimental decomposition.
Here, complexity and communication characteristics of the entire system behaviour are appropriate. The measurement of GIF represents a systems theoretically well founded approach which might have an impact on the monitoring of human movements complex communication. (iii) A practical application of the communication characteristics requires the extraction of specific measures of GIF. Those systems theoretically valid measures are not necessarily instructive for the clinician. The established pain scores range from 0 to 10 (i.e., numeric rating scale (NRS) (Dworkin et al 2005) ), and are widely accepted in daily routine as well as in clinical research. Therefore, the GIF measures are finally transformed to general regularity indices (RI) covering an interval between 0 and 10. RI is inverse to complexity and quantifies the amount of information transfer, predictability and regularity, respectively.
Methods
Nine chronic back pain patients (aged 61 ± 10yr) and 10 controls (aged 38 ± 10yr) were investigated during normal, free selected level walking across 300 m. The movements of the upper body were measured (sonoSens R Monitor; Friendly Sensors AG, Jena) as distances between characteristic points on the back (cervical spine CS, thoracic spine TS, lumbar spine LS; figure 1). The extension of the skin during body movements causes a change of the distance between the sensors, which is measured by the sonoSens R Monitor. Through the continuous transmission of the ultrasonic signal between the sender and the receiver, the changes in body posture are measured. The validity of this measuring principle was confirmed elsewhere (Friedrich 2002) . The data are stored and transmitted to a PC.
The device is calibrated individually. The upright position of the patient represents the basis for the interpretation of the data. Therefore, the patient should avoid movements during calibration. The upright posture has to be corrected if necessary. Artefact-free intervals of the resulting time series (1500 samples at 10 Hz sampling rate) were fed in the information flow analysis. Gait information flow was assessed on the basis of the mutual information function. Because of its small size the sonoSens R Monitor allows unhampered posture monitoring while walking for up to several hours.
The zoomed part of typical example data sets indicate the characteristics of interest by visual inspection (figure 2). The complex pattern reflects the high irregularity of adjustments of the back movements during walking. The amplitudes of variations do not appear to be different. However, the regularity seems to be increased in the patients. In the lumbar spine data the walking periodicity is clearly represented in the patient only. In the thoracic spine data a similar tendency appears. In the cervical spine data the walking periodicity is lost. Here, the visual assessment of regularity without having a predominant rhythm is even more questionable. It should be emphasized that regularity, which is inverse to complexity, cannot necessarily be identified by the walking periodicity. From the theoretical point of view, the complexity of a stochastic time series is identified as source entropy using a time scale converging to zero. In that case the sampling interval, but not the walking period interval, would be relevant as an estimation parameter. The same holds for dynamical systems, where the source entropy is equal to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. The time scales of the multiple motor regulatory influences of gait and posture are not known a priori. Below, it will be shown that the predictability (regularity) over one sample interval is increased in the patients (A 1 , RI 1 ), but it is decreased over the walking step period (A 2 , RI 2 ). Obviously, it is not possible to discriminate between short term (source related) and walking period related regularity, just by visual inspection. GIF provides a respective tool of regularity assessment over different time scales.
Gait information flow
The GIF was assessed by the mutual information function (MIF) which is a function of communication (information transfer) over a prediction interval τ .
We briefly summarize the mathematical definition of mutual information MI, keeping in mind that the present study deals with the univariate time series, namely x(n) = y(n). More detailed introductions are presented in Hoyer et al (2005) .
Consider two stationary time series {x(n)} N n=1 and {y(n)} N n=1 , that are characterized by the discrete joint probability distribution {s ij } K i,j =1 , where s ij represents the probability for the event: x(n) = x i and y(n) = y j . The corresponding marginal distributions are p i = j s ij and q j = i s ij of the x-and y-series, respectively. For the discrete probability distribution {p i }, Shannon's information measure is defined by
Similar formulae provide H y and H xy . Then, the mutual information of the series is given by
It measures the average information in x(n) on y(n) in units of 'bit' as we take log with base 2. MI vanishes if and only if the time series are statistically independent, such that we can learn nothing on y(n) from x(n), and vice versa. x(n) (almost certainly) determines y(n) if and only if MI xy H y .
In order to assess the information transfer via a certain prediction time τ , we replace y(n) by y(n + τ ), with any time shift (delay) τ . The joint probabilities are dependent on τ , s ij (τ ), and so is MI. This leads to the mutual information function MIF xy (τ ) . In this paper the amplitude range of the measured data series is quantized by eight boxes and MIF normalized to MIF (τ = 0).
Measures of GIF
In the present data appropriate GIF indices are their short-term information flow (A 1 : prediction over 1 sample period = 100 ms) and the walking step period related part of information flow τ / s GIF A 2 0 0 1 A 1 Figure 3 . Sketch of a typical gait information flow GIF characteristic curve. A 1 (basis for regularity index RI 1 ) quantifies the information transfer (predictability) across the prediction time τ of one sample period (τ = 01 s), and A 2 (basis for regularity index RI 2 ) quantifies the baseline-corrected information transfer (predictability) across the prediction time τ of one walking period. In all data sets the walking period related prediction time τ could individually be identified at peak maximum of GIF in the LS data. This τ value was applied in LS, TS and CS data analysis. GIF is normalized to GIF (τ = 0) which represents the entire information of the underlying measured signal.
(A 2 : prediction over one walking step period identified at the peak of GIF, for details see figure 3 ). High values of A i reflect a low information loss, high predictability, high regularity and low complexity, respectively, over the prediction time horizon of interest. The τ value of A 2 was individually identified at the walking period related peak of the GIF.
Regularity index RI
In order to instructively present the typically appearing values of RI in a clinically usual score (such as pain score between 0 and 10 (Dworkin et al 2005) ) and to deskew their exponential distribution we introduce the following transformation.
A standard regularity index (RI) based on the information flow measure A 1 is proposed as RI 1 = 10 √ A 1 . This RI 1 was found to be an appropriate standard regularity index representing typically appearing values in between 0 (irregular) and 10 (regular) in several other applications as well. A second regularity index was designed as RI 2 = 10 √ A 2 focused on the walking step period regularity.
Statistical analysis
Numerical data are given as means ± SD. RI 1 and RI 2 of the groups were compared nonparametrically by the Mann-Whitney U-test (SPSS, Chicago, IL, version 11.0) . Correlations between the indices were tested within the groups by Spearmans rank correlation at α = 0.01. Sensitivity and specificity were assessed by bivariate logistic regression models.
Results
The high amount of information loss, represented by the strong GIF decay (figure 4), corresponds to the high amount of irregularity shown in the example data set ( figure 3) . However, the visually assumed increased regularity in the patients does not apply for all time horizons τ of GIF. In the patient groups we found higher short-term regularity (RI 1 ), but conversely, lower walking step related regularity (RI 2 ) in all spine regions (CS, TS, LS, figures 4 and 5). This result was significant in both time scales of TS movements (RI 1 TS , RI 2 TS ) and in the short-term CS movements (RI 1 CS ).
It is remarkable that the regularity index RI 1 increases from the lumbar to the cervical leads, however RI 2 decreases, both independent of the groups (figure 5). This result indicates the different, prediction time horizon specific physiological subsystems. An advanced bivariate regularity index (RI 1, RI 2 ) was found to improve the discriminatory impact (table 1) . Sensitivity and specificity, based on bivariate logistic regression models using RI 1 and RI 2 , clearly demonstrate the discriminatory impact of thoracic back movements GIF in the study presented here (see also figure 6 ). 
Discussion
The objective of the present work was the development of a method monitoring complex back movement behaviour and its alterations due to low back pain and age as the first application of this method. A systems theoretically based approach of analysing nonlinear and complex systems dynamics by GIF was introduced and applied to elderly patients with unspecific low back pain versus younger controls as a methodological pilot study.
In other studies back pain related quantitative assessments were done e.g. with regard to the general patients activity (Liszka-Hackzell and Martin 2004) , particular stepping, lifting and walking tests (Ljungquist et al 2003) , spatial and temporal walking parameters such as step length, single support time and walking velocity (Al-Obaidi et al 2003) , accelerations of the lower back during walking (Moe-Nilssen et al 1999) , and pelvic and thoracic movement amplitudes during walking (Vogt et al 2001) . All of these studies are based on signal amplitude related characteristics. The complex adjustments between the multiple subparts of the posture and gait system, in other words, their interrelationships or communication, respectively, are not necessarily represented by the amplitudes and linear relationships of the behaviour. The analysis of complex motor communication, assessed by information flow of back movements, was not done so far. But only this is able to acquire nonlinear and complex interrelationships. Information flow is based on joint distributions and it is independent of signal amplitudes. This independence of amplitudes allows a robust assessment of back movements information flow and regularity, respectively, by the measurement system introduced. 'Regularity' is an instructive and well-defined measure reciprocal to the amount of complexity.
Walking behaviour is associated with a rather regular internal walking programme which is in interaction with rather non-predictable internal and external actual influences. Therefore, physiologically optimal behaviour is characterized by a certain decrease of GIF which reflects the consideration of those influences. Since the different time scales of the multiple regulatory influences of gait and posture are not known a priori, the gait information flow as a function of the prediction time provides a comprehensive objective characterization. Two prominent time horizons of GIF were considered. The results are discussed using their presentation as regularity indices, which are related to the amount of respective information flow.
RI 1 is a measure of the complex communication of motor control across a 100 ms prediction horizon. This time scale is related to the shorter control loops. The increased RI 1 in patients indicates a loss of complex adjustments and consequently a change (constraint) of that part of coordination due to back pain and/or age. In individuals with mechanical back pain, reduced proprioception has been identified (Gill and Callaghan 1998) . The reduced short loop corrections may lead to a larger influence of abundant disturbances over a step cycle. This is indicated by a decreased RI 2 . The well-controlled walking pattern (quantified by RI 2 ) seems to be lost in favour of the dysfunction-related forced attitude (quantified by RI 1 ). Some more specific interpretation might be possible with regard to the locations of movements analysed.
CS. In the cervical spine the significant loss of complexity (increased RI 1 CS ) indicates restriction of the patients head movements. The less clear differences in the walking period related communication (decreased RI 2 CS ) might be based on the long distance between legs and cervix and a decreased influence of walking related disturbances.
TS. In the thorax the complex communication of gait and posture during walking might be best represented. The variability of RI 2 TS is clearly smaller than in the cervical and lumbar leads. Consequently, the communication dysfunction is best identified in the thoracic measures.
LS. The less clear differences in the lumbar area might be caused by a higher variability of movement in this area. This assumption can be supported by the higher walking period related regularity index in the lumbar area (RI 2 LS > RI 2 TS ) indicating a stronger influence of the leg walking movements at LS in connection with higher degrees of freedom in the leg movements than in the back movements.
The bivariate classification results indicate the high sensitivity and specificity of the thoracic GIF measures (RI 1 TS , RI 2 TS ). The GIF measures of the two time scales are not redundant and reflect different physiological subsystems acting at different time horizons of communication.
In the present methodological study, young subjects without back pain were compared with elderly suffering from chronic unspecific back pain. The separation of these two influences, back pain and age, is the subject of ongoing studies. The promising results of the methodological study presented here provide a new systems theoretical basis for complex motor control assessment. Diagnostic as well as therapeutic studies of medical treatment or even fitness training might benefit the two thirds of adults suffering from unspecific low back pain at some time of their life.
Conclusions
Gait behaviour is based on complex dynamic coordination in the motor control system. Changes in the complex motor coordination, such as because of low back pain and ageing, can quantitatively be characterized by gait information flow (GIF) of back movements. Measurements of distances quantifying lumbar, thoracic and cervical back movements during unconstrained locomotion are facilitated by a portable ultrasonic device. Thus the combination of measurement device and communication measures may provide an effective diagnostic tool. Regularity indices instructively present complex motor communication and its dysfunction.
